WILDLAND URBAN INTERFACE REQUIREMENT CHECKLIST

SEC. O103 – IGNITION-RESISTANT MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION

SEC. O103.1.1 - ROOF
CLASS A FIRE RATED ROOF ASSEMBLY, UL 790 (ASTM E 108).
PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- OWENS CORNING DURATION STORM
- MALARKEY VISTA COLLECTION

SEC. O103.1.2 - EXTERIOR CLADDING, EAVES AND SOFFITS
EXCEPTION 1: PEDIMENTS & CORBELS
FIBER-CEMENT BOARD, MASONRY, MANUFACTURED STONE, & OVERHANGS.
PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- ALLURA FIBER CEMENT SIDING
- CULTURED MASONRY

SEC. O103.1.3 - OVERHANGS AND PROJECTIONS
AN AREA BELOW THE PROJECTIONS OR OVERHANGS SHALL HAVE ALL HORIZONTAL UNDER-FLOORED AREAS ENCLOSED WITH IGNITION RESISTANT MATERIALS.
PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- ALLURA FIBER CEMENT SIDING

SEC. O103.1.4 - EXTERIOR DOORS
NON-COMBUSTIBLE OR SOLID CORE NO LESS THAN 1¾ INCH THICK.
PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- THERMA TRU FC809

SEC. O103.1.5 - WINDOWS
EXTERIOR WINDOWS SHALL BE A MINIMUM DOUBLE Pane.
PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- GURKIN COMFORT SERIES

SEC. O103.1.6 - ATTIC VENTS
ALL ATTIC VENTS MUST BE SCREENED WITH WIRE MESH WITH AN OPENING NO LARGER THAN ½ INCH.
PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- LAMANCO 750 SERIES

SEC. O103.1.7 - GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS
EDGE OF ROOF IS FINISHED WITH A METAL DRIPPET EDGE AND SHALL EXTEND TO THE STEEL OR ALUMINUM GUTTER

SEC. O103.1.8 DECKS
NO DECKS ON STRUCTURE.

SEC. O103.1.9 EXTERIOR WALLS, POSTS AND COLUMNS
POST WRAPPED WITH FIBER CEMENT BOARD, TO PROTECT FROM EMBER INTRUSION AND ALLOW FOR WEEPING AND MOISTURE CONTROL.
PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- ALLURA FIBER CEMENT SIDING

SEC. O103.1.10 SPARK ARRESTOR OR CAP
NO FIREPLACES OR CHIMNEYS IN STRUCTURE.

SEC. O104 – FUELS MANAGEMENT

NO FENCING IN CONTRACT
NO LANDSCAPING IN CONTRACT. NO VEGETATION, DIRT LOT AT CLOSING

PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- OWENS CORNING DURATION STORM
- MALARKEY VISTA COLLECTION
- ALLURA FIBER CEMENT SIDING
- CULTURED MASONRY
- THERMA TRU FC809
- GURKIN COMFORT SERIES
- LAMANCO 750 SERIES
- ALLURA FIBER CEMENT SIDING
- WUI REQUIREMENT CHECKLIST
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